ML Park, the forever style

Simplicity, proportion, balance. These are the attributes of ML Park™ that endure the coming and going of style. The series includes a lounge chair, a sofa in two widths and an ottoman. Each is available with loose or secured back cushions and an optional seamless seat cushion to best support the interior application. Designed by Richard Eppstadt.

Seating shown in Momentum Textus Felt, Melange Greige with Polished Aluminum legs. Ballara coffee storage table shown.
ML Park features an armless design that renders a very generous seating surface for a more relaxed and casual seating arrangement. The lounge model (shown above) is standard with two narrow side bolsters on either side of the seat cushion, or it can be specified with a single, seamless seat cushion.

Additional information can be found on the Global [website](#).
The series includes two armless sofas with extended bolsters. All models are available with five leg finishes including both Polished and Brushed Aluminum. ML Park is constructed with premium quality foam to best retain its original appearance and comfort for years to come.
Color it your way

**Leg Finishes**

- Designer White
- Tungsten
- Polished Aluminum
- Black
- Brushed Aluminum

**Features**

- Removable back cushion
- Standard seat cushion with two seams
- Optional seamless cushion (lounge model only)

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.
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